
SPRAYS ON.SPRAYS ON.SPRAYS ON.
STAYS

ON.
CLEAN AND EASY TO APPLY.
Full-strength grease protection from 
a spray can.

WHY SPEND MORE TIME 
LUBRICATING YOUR BOOM?

www.schaefferoil.com     800-325-9962
PB-1141  (08/20)

Reduces friction; 
improves wear 

pad life.

Easier to apply 
than grease in 

a tube.

Won’t run off or 
drip onto 

equipment.

Makes it easier 
to inspect 
wear pads.

Long-lasting 
performance.

“The cost savings is tremendous. You 
can easily spend half a day lubricating 
these booms the conventional way. 
With Schaeffer’s Boom Lube, you can 
lubricate the boom in a quarter of the 
time and use a lot less effort and 
energy.” ~Big Hook Crane and Rigging

Moly Hi-Visc Boom Lube is an aerosol lubricant that sprays on 
easily and in less time than conventional boom greases. It’s 
highly adhesive, so it clings to vertical surfaces and stays 
where you apply it. Even as temperatures increase, Moly 
Hi-Visc Boom Lube resists dripping off equipment. No more 
messes to clean up.

Moly Hi-Visc Boom Lube sprays on as a thin, shear, 
light-colored film that makes it easy to inspect metal 
surfaces and wear pads. Surfaces stay clean, so there’s no 
buildup where the sections slide into each other. Made with 
our proprietary additive, Micron Moly®, Moly Hi-Visc Boom 
Lube reduces friction and wear to allow for smooth boom 
operation. Strong protection. Less time to apply. 

Great for sliding surfaces found in industrial and
construction applications including aerial lifts, forklifts,
vehicle hoists, telescoping booms and boom trucks.

An easy way to keep your booms protected

Less hassle. Full protection. Moly Hi-Visc Boom Lube.
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